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Abstract

suited, in terms of performance, to computer vision tasks
such as image classification, recognition, or retrieval.

Part-based image classification aims at representing categories by small sets of learned discriminative parts, upon
which an image representation is built. Considered as a
promising avenue a decade ago, this direction has been neglected since the advent of deep neural networks. In this
context, this paper brings two contributions: first, this work
proceeds one step further compared to recent part-based
models (PBM), focusing on how to learn parts without using any labeled data. Instead of learning a set of parts per
class, as generally performed in the PBM literature, the
proposed approach both constructs a partition of a given
set of images into visually similar groups, and subsequently
learns a set of discriminative parts per group in a fully unsupervised fashion. This strategy opens the door to the use of
PBM in new applications where labeled data are typically
not available, such as instance-based image retrieval. Second, this paper shows that despite the recent success of endto-end models, explicit part learning can still boost classification performance. We experimentally show that our
learned parts can help building efficient image representations, which outperform state-of-the art Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) on both classification and
retrieval tasks.

Owing to their attractive properties, part-based models
were addressed extensively in the past, some of the major representatives being the constellation model [30], Ullman’s fragment-based model [28], or the Interleaved Categorization and Segmentation model [11].
Despite the relative success of these works, it has to
be recognized that the recent success of deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) raised a tsunami which
swept away most of the past models, leaving space only
for statistical models that use very dense sampling of image
regions, and alternate between pooling and convolutional
steps. Such models, incredibly good in terms of performance, have heavy computational costs and require massive
amounts of labeled data.
In this context, one contribution of this paper is to address one strong limitation of most of the existing partbased models, namely the necessity to rely on annotated
images to learn (or discover) task specific parts. This supervised part learning stage is crucial in most of the past
methods and prevent their use in tasks for which labeled
data are not available, e.g. image retrieval.
Another contribution of this paper is to bring a strong
empirical evidence that part-based models can exceed the
performance of DCNNs representations for both classification and image retrieval tasks. More precisely, we experimentally show that a part-based model can compete with
state-of-the-art DCNNs, encoding very dense representations of images.

1. Introduction
Part-based models – i.e. the family of models considering categories, objects, etc. as sets of elements that are
meaningful, discrete, and limited in number – offer several
interesting properties for the representation of images. First
of all, as they rely on limited meaningful sets of image regions, they explicitly provide strong cues for discovering
images structures, i.e. they explicitly break images into useful components. In addition, they also provide more compact representations than methods based on the pooling of
large numbers of regions, as the number of parts is generally low compared to the number of different regions an
image contains. Finally, as they focus on the key parts of images, they are expected to give image representations better

This article demonstrates experimentally, on two classification tasks (Willow and MIT67) and on two retrieval
tasks (Oxford5k and Paris6k ), that the proposed part-based
representations, learned without any annotated images, can
efficiently encode the images, improving the performance
of state-of-the art DCNN representations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the related works, Section 3 exposes the proposed method while Section 4 presents the experimental
validation.
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2. Previous work

matching algorithm, building part representations as well as
matching parts to regions from labelled images. This work
gives state of the art results on several datasets.
Beside these aforementioned approaches, which separate
the classification process in two stages, one for learning the
part and a second for learning the classifiers once the images are encoded, the recent approaches of [10, 13] rely on
a joint learning of all the parts and the category classifiers
together. This joint learning approach of all components of
part-based models is particularly relevant since the discriminative regions are explicitly optimized for the targeted task.
Approaches such as [10, 13], despite their excellent performance, put more weight on the need of annotated images to learn the parts, and also produce parts that are more
strongly related to the categories. In this paper we aim at
learning parts independently of categories, so they can be
used for tasks for which no categories are defined (e.g.,
image retrieval), while giving comparable level of performance as jointly learned parts.
In the context of image retrieval, part learning takes the
form of an offline processing stage where patterns are automatically mined in images. In this sense, relevant works
are the discovery of spatially related images [16] and their
parts [2, 8], the discovery of favorite views of popular images [31], the selection of local features based on pairwise
matching [27], the online aggregation of multiple query descriptors [19], or the offline aggregation of different views
in scene representations [1]. Such methods may be used
to improve image retrieval, even with state of the art CNN
representations [26, 18, 6]. In contrast to such works, we
do not rely on pairwise matching or precise geometry verification, but we rather learn a joint representation of parts
that are matched across images. Moreover, the parts are discriminative among different image groups.

This section focuses on part-based models, and, more
particularly on how these models learn parts. We can distinguish between the approaches making use of annotated
data in the learning process and those which does not. We
will discuss these two categories in turn.
On the side of the approaches not using labeled images
for learning the parts, the only work we are aware of is the
work of Singh et al [24]. In [24], parts are defined as sets
of relevant patches that are frequent enough in addition to
being discriminative w.r.t. other parts. The problem is formulated as an unsupervised discriminative clustering problem on a huge dataset of image patches, optimized by an
iterative procedure alternating between clustering and training discriminative classifiers. Despite the interest of the
method, the performance is, by far, not as good as supervised approaches described in the rest of the section.
Most of the past approaches define parts as image regions, allowing to discriminate efficiently between the different categories involved in the task. However, they differ
in the way they select the candidate regions and in how they
evaluate their ability to distinguish the categories. Ullman’s
fragment-based model [28] randomly samples candidate regions, detects parts by template matching and defines parts
as templates, which are likely to be found in images of one
class but not in images of the other ones (likelihood ratio).
In the constellation model, of [30], the variability within a
class is represented by a joint probability density function
on the shape of the constellation and the appearance of the
parts. Distinctive features in the training set are learned with
other model parameters using expectation maximization. It
is assumed that only one category of image is present during training. In the Deformable Part Model, proposed by
Felzenszwalb et al [5], the aforementioned questions are
addressed by selecting discriminative regions that have significant overlap with a given bounding box location. The
association between regions and part is done through the
estimation of some latent variables, i.e., the positions of the
regions w.r.t. the position of the root part of the model.
Doersch et al [4] used density based mean-shift algorithms to discover discriminative regions. Starting from a
weakly labeled image collection, coherent patch clusters
that are maximally discriminative with respect to the labels
are produced, requiring a single pass through the data. More
recently, Juneja et al [9] also aimed at discovering distinctive parts for an object or scene class by first identifying
the likely discriminative regions by low-level segmentation
cues, and then learning part classifiers on top of these regions. The two steps are alternated iteratively until a convergence criterion based on Entropy-Rank is satisfied. Similarly Mettes et al [12] propose to learn parts that are shared
across classes. The more recent approach of Sicre et al
[20, 21] proposes to learn the parts during a softassign-like

3. Method
The proposed approach builds on the recent work of [21],
from which we borrow the idea of considering part discovery as an assignment problem, where assignment is between
regions and parts. In contrast with [10, 13], decoupling
part learning from the main task (e.g. image classification)
makes possible the learning of parts from raw images, independently of any category definition. As a high-level interpretation, the learned parts can be seen a vocabulary of
latent discriminative mid-level features, which are later detected in images to generate image descriptions.

3.1. Problem formulation
Notation.
Given matrices A, B of the same size, hA, Bi =
P
a
b
i,j ij ij is their (Frobenius) inner product. Vector 1n is
an n × 1 vector of ones. Finally, [n] is the set {1, . . . , n}.
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of a given region descriptor xr for the model of part p ∈ P k
is then given as the inner product wp (Ak ), xr .
The models of all parts p ∈ P k are concisely represented
by d × P matrix


1 k k >
>
k
−1
X (A ) − µ1P .
(5)
W (A ) , Σ
Nk

Images and groups. Following [21], we denote by I the set
of training images, with N = |I|. Images in I are denoted
In for n ∈ [N ]. Unlike [21], we assume no category labels
during part learning. Instead, the images I are partitioned
into K groups,
[
I=
Ik,
(1)
k∈[K]

whose columns are vectors wp (Ak ) for p ∈ P k . Then, the
scores of all region descriptors X k for all parts in P k are
given by the P × Rk matching matrix

where I k are the images of group k, with N k = I k . The
partition B = {I k : k ∈ [K]} is unknown.
Regions. A set of regions RI is extracted from each image I ∈ I. The number of regions per image is fixed and
denoted |R|. The set of regions from images in group k is
denoted Rk , with Rk = Rk = N k |R| regions. The total number of regions in the training set I is R = N |R|.
Given a matrix A with columns indexed by regions, we denote by AI the submatrix that contains columns r ∈ RI
corresponding to image I.
Descriptors. Each region r ∈ RI is represented by a descriptor xr ∈ Rd , which is the output of a DCNN inner layer
on the region r, see Section 4.2. By X (X k ) we denote the
d × R (d × Rk ) matrix whose columns are the descriptors
of all training images I (group of images I k ).
Parts. For each group of images I k , we learn a set of
parts P k . We assume there is a fixed number P = P k of
parts per group. Following [21], we use the P × Rk matrix
Ak associating image regions Rk to parts. Ideally, element
akpr = 1 if region r represents part p, and 0 otherwise.
Requirements. We adjust the requirements of [21] to an
unsupervised setting: (i) in each group, the P parts are different from one another, (ii) each part of P k is present in
every image of its group I k , (iii) parts in P k should occur more frequently in images in I k than in the remaining
training images I \ I k . The first two requirements define
the following constraints on matrix Ak for each group k:
k
>
1>
P A ≤ 1R k

AkI 1|R|

= 1P for I ∈ I

M (Ak ) , W (Ak )> X k .

Objective function. Given that part models are expressed
as a function of matrix Ak for each group k (5), we are
looking for an optimal matrix in the admissible set Ak ,
(Ak )? ∈ arg max J(Ak )
Ak ∈Ak
X X
k
J(A ) ,
akpr wp (Ak ), xkr

(7)
(8)

p∈P k r∈Rk

= Ak , W (Ak )> X k ,

(9)

which provides a partial assignment of region descriptors
X k to parts W (Ak ) in group k, such that the matching
scores of matrix M (Ak ) are closely approximated by binary matrix Ak .

3.2. Image grouping
The formulation above-given refers to two problems: (i)
grouping the images of the training set, and (ii) learning a
set of discriminative parts per group. We follow a sequential approach by first grouping and then learning the parts,
for each group independently. The latter is similar to the
supervised setting of [21, 22], where classes are replaced
by groups, and maintains the same complexity. We discuss
grouping here and part learning in section 3.3.
Grouping by global similarity. Image grouping helps limiting the subsequent part learning into smaller training sets,
but also specifying the objective of part learning, such that
parts are discriminative according to requirement (iii) given
in section 3.1. In this sense, images in a group should share
patterns that do not occur in other groups.
Without referring to regions for this task, we follow the
very simple solution of clustering images by global visual
similarity. In particular, we represent each image I in the
training set I by a global descriptor xI obtained by the last
convolutional or fully connected layer of the same DCNN
used to represent regions, see Section 4.2. We then cluster
I in K clusters using k-means on global representations in
order to obtain a set of k centroids {ck : k ∈ [K]}. Finally, the clusters are balanced to obtain a uniform partition
of the N images of I into K groups of N/K images each.

(2)
k

(6)

(3)

where ≤ is meant element-wise. This implies that each submatrix AkI is a partial assignment matrix. Then, the admissible set Ak of matrices Ak is the non-convex subset of
k
{0, 1}P ×R satisfying constraints (2) and (3).
Part models. The third requirement is modeled by Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA): given matrix Ak in group k,
the model wp (Ak ) of part p ∈ P k is defined as the d-vector
!
P
k k
k apr xr
r∈R
P
−µ ,
(4)
wp (Ak ) , Σ−1
k
r∈Rk apr
> >
where µ = N1 X1R and Σ = N1 (X − µ1>
R )(X − µ1R )
are the empirical mean and covariance matrix of region descriptors over all training images. The classification score
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W k ← W (Ak ) for fixed Ak by LDA using (5), and optimizes cost function (9) to update Ak , keeping W k fixed.
The latter part is done in three steps. First, it applies
soft-assignment to the matching matrix, Ak ← σβ (M k ) =
σβ ((W k )> X k )

The latter step is described below. The reason for balancing
is twofold: (i) the cost of subsequent part learning is balanced, and (ii) each image receives the same weight, which
is important since the number of parts per group is fixed.
Greedy balancing. A simple form of balancing is to iterate
over all groups, greedily assigning one image to a group at a
time, until all images are assigned to a group. In particular,
let ck be the centroid of cluster k for k ∈ [K]. Also, let
U be the set of unassigned images, initially equal to I. For
each k ∈ [K], we choose the image arg minI∈U kxI − ck k
closest to ck , assign it to group I k and remove it from U.
We repeat this process until U is empty.
Iterative balancing. An alternative is to obtain a sequence
of partitions Bt of I, such that each partition Bt is more
balanced than the previous Bt−1 , following [25]. Each partition Bt = {Itk : k ∈ [K]} is defined by assigning each
image I ∈ I to the group arg mink∈[K] dt (ck , xI ), where
dt (c, x)2 for c, x ∈ Rd is a penalized form of squared Euclidean distance, given by:
dt (c, x)2 , kc − xk2 + bkt

σβ (M k ) , exp{β(M k − (max M k )1>
Rk )},
r

(12)

where function exp is taken element-wise rather than matrix exponential, and maxr denotes row-wise maximum
(over regions of an image). Function σβ is a form of softassignment that is scaled by parameter β and only ensures
that the row-wise `∞ norm is 1. Second, Ak is thresholded
element-wise as Ak ← τ (Ak ) so that low values are set to
zero. This is a means to achieve inequality constraint (2), as
entire columns are gradually set to zero. Third, it iteratively
normalizes rows and columns according to `1 norm, until
Ak becomes bi-stochastic. This is the Sinkhorn algorithm,
except that zero columns are left unnormalized.
The iteration given above optimizes a modified version
of cost function (9) that includes a negative-entropy regularization term with coefficient β1 [22] and satisfies constraints (2),(3), but is not binary. The latter is achieved by
repeating the entire process for increasing β. This yields
a solution to problem (7) for β → ∞, which is a form of
deterministic annealing.
Hungarian algorithm (HunA). gives the exact solution of
problem (7) assuming W (Ak ) (or M (Ak )) is fixed, which
is a linear assignment problem. In [22], HunA has been
used both as a standalone method and as part of an iterative
algorithm, IPFP. HunA is very fast compared to ISA but
with the limitation of assuming M (Ak ) fixed, it is expected
to be inferior as a standalone solution.
The experimental results of [22] show that HunA competes with iterative IPFP and that both are inferior to ISA,
in terms of performance. However, we revisit this comparison with a new setup where HunA actually competes with
ISA. This is an interesting finding, both for the efficiency of
HunA and the fact that it is not actually solving problem (7).

(10)

with bkt a penalization term that is an increasing function of
the cardinality Ntk = Itk of group Itk at iteration t. In
particular, this term is defined as bk0 = 1 and
 k α
Nt
(11)
bkt = bkt−1
N/K
for t > 0 and k ∈ [K]. Then, the sequence Bt converges
to a uniform partition, i.e. Ntk → N/K as t → ∞ for k ∈
[K], with parameter α controlling the speed of convergence.
In practice, we get a partition B = {I k : k ∈ [K]} after 80
iterations with α = 0.01 [25].

3.3. Learning parts per group
Given a partition B = {I k : k ∈ [K]} of training images I, the optimization problem (7) is to be solved for each
group k. The solution given in [21] is iterative, alternating
between optimizing region to part assignments Ak and part
models W (Ak ), keeping the other fixed. This is referred to
as iterative soft-assignment (ISA).
On the other hand, [22] substitutes (5) into (9), resulting
in a quadratic objective function with respect to Ak , with
W (Ak ) eliminated. This opens the door to any algorithm
for the quadratic assignment problem. The Hungarian algorithm (HunA) is a particular case of non-iterative method
examined in that work when matrix M (Ak ) is fixed.
While we use both ISA and HunA, we do not consider
the quadratic assignment formulation of [22] since we do
not use any other iterative solution given in that work. We
discuss the two approaches below.
Iterative soft-assignment (ISA). Starting from an initial
matrix Ak , ISA iteratively computes a part model matrix

3.4. Algorithm
The entire algorithm of unsupervised part learning is
summarized in Algorithm 1. First, a global descriptor xI is
computed for each image I ∈ I. These descriptors are then
clustered into centroids ck for k ∈ [K]. Given both centroids and descriptors, we produce a uniform partition B of
I into K groups of N/K images each, using either greedy
(GREEDY) or iterative (ITER) balancing, see section 3.2.
Then, we iterate over each group I k ∈ B, beginning by
computing region descriptors X k . To initialize part models W k in a discriminative way, shown as INIT- PARTS in
Algorithm 1, we follow [21]. In particular, descriptors in
X k are clustered with k-means and, for each obtained centroid c and its corresponding LDA model w = Σ−1 (c − µ),
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the max-pooled response rIk (w) = maxr w> XIk is computed for each image I ∈ I. These responses are summed
over images in I k (resp. its complement in I) to yield
k
a within-group response r+
(w) (resp. between-group rek
sponse r− (w)). The P models maximizing the withink
k
(w) are
group to between-group response ratio r+
(w)/r−
k
chosen, represented in d × P matrix W .
The remaining algorithm is independent per group I k .
Given initialized parts W k , the matching matrix M k =
(W k )> X k is computed and soft-assigned into Ak . ISA or
HunA is applied on this Ak and converts it to binary, solving problem (7). Algorithm 1 includes ISA as a function,
where the first Sinkhorn step is only needed for consistency
with HunA. HunA can operate with M (Ak ) directly as its
input, but we rather use Ak instead in algorithm 1. Finally,
part models W k are obtained as W (Ak ) by LDA (5) and
collected over all groups.
Although part learning is independent per group, we remind that parts are discriminative according to our third
requirement, due to discriminative initialization and LDA
classifiers.
In section 4, we experiment with both options i.e.
GREEDY and ITER for balanced grouping, as well as both
options for part learning, i.e. ISA and HunA. We also experiment with different number of groups K, while the number of regions |R| and parts P are fixed. Although the focus of this work is on unsupervised part learning, we additionally experiment on supervised learning with an improved experimental setup, which is comparable to previous
work [21, 22]. Apart from classification, we additionally
consider image retrieval as an end task.

Algorithm 1: Unsupervised part learning
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

function W ← LEARN - PARTS(I)
Compute global descriptors X ∈ Rd×N
C ← k-MEANS(X, K)
. k-means clustering
B ← GREEDY(C, X) or ITER(C, X)
. grouping,
section 3.2
for I k ∈ B do
k
Compute region descriptors X k ∈ Rd×R
W k ← INIT- PARTS(X k ) . initial part descriptors
Ak ← σβ ((W k )> X k )
. soft-assign (12)
Ak ← ISA(Ak , X k ) or HUN(Ak )
. hard-assign
W k ← W (Ak )
. LDA (5)
W ← {W k : k ∈ [K]}

. learned part models

function A ← ISA(A, X)
A ← S INKHORN(A)
. make A bi-stochastic
for β ∈ {β0 , . . . , βmax } do
while A not converged do
W ← W (A)
. LDA (5)
A ← τ (σβ ((W )> X))
. soft-assign (12)
A ← S INKHORN(A) . make A bi-stochastic

and work (e.g. hospital, TV studio). Each category has
around 80 images for training and 20 for testing, totalling
6700 images.
Oxford 5k [14] and Paris 6k [15] retrieval datasets contain 5,063 and 6,392 images respectively and have 55 query
images each. Query and positive images depict landmarks
of the two cities and there are 11 landmarks in each dataset
with 5 queries each. Negatives are images from the same
two cities but not depicting the landmarks. Performance
is evaluated by means of mean Average Precision (mAP).
Hard positive images are labeled as junk and not taken into
account in mAP computation.

4. Experiments
This section presents an experimental validation of the
above-presented method, applied to image classification as
well as image retrieval. We first introduce the datasets, then
provide implementation details, and finally present the results we obtained.

4.2. Implementation details
Image regions. A set of proposed regions are obtained using Selective Search [29], as in [22]. The total number of
regions per image is fixed to |R| = 1, 000. If less than |R|
regions are available, we add random regions to reach |R|.

4.1. Datasets
Willow actions [3] classification dataset contains 911 images split into 7 classes of common human actions, namely
interacting with a computer, photographing, playing music,
riding cycle, riding horse, running, walking. There are at
least 108 images per action, with around 60 images used
as training and the rest as testing images. The dataset also
offers bounding boxes, which are not used as we want to
detect the relevant parts of images automatically.

Region descriptors. We use a number of DCNN image descriptors, choosing for each task the network giving stateof-the-art performance on the given datasets in the literature. Our motivation is indeed to show that our part-based
model can improve on these very well performing networks.
On the Willow dataset, the last convolutional layer of
the very deep VD19 network [23] is used for global representation and representation of regions. We note that for
this network, images are resized to 768 pixels maximum dimension and average pooling is performed to obtain a 512dimensional description.

MIT 67 scenes [17] aims at classifying indoor scenes and
is composed of 67 classes. These include stores (e.g. bakery, toy store), home (e.g. kitchen, bedroom), public spaces
(e.g. library, subway), leisure (e.g. restaurant, concert hall),
4325

Table 1. Supervised part learning for classification, using different
algorithms and encodings, compared to baseline global descriptors. S-ISA: supervised ISA; S-HunA: supervised HunA.
Willow
MIT 67
Method
mAP
mAP Acc.
Global
88.5
83.6
78.5
S-ISA BOP
89.2
86.6
81.6
S-ISA sBOP
90.1
86.7
82.5
S-ISA pCOP
91.7
86.5
82.4
S-ISA wpCOP
92.4
88.3
82.8
S-HunA BOP
88.1
86.9
82.3
S-HunA sBOP
87.6
87.6
83.1
S-HunA pCOP
91.1
86.2
81.9
S-HunA wpCOP
91.6
88.8
83.7

On MIT 67 scenes, the seventh fully connected layer of
the very deep VD16 network trained on Places 205 [32] is
used for region and global image description, giving a 4096dimensional vector. PCA is applied at the encoding stage to
reduce the description from 4096 to 512 dimensions.
Finally, for image retrieval, ResNet101 [7] fine-tuned on
Landmarks dataset [6] is used. The network includes maxpooling (MAC [26]), PCA, and normalization, and outputs
a 2048-dimensional descriptor.
Learning parts. We follow the general learning and classification pipeline of [21], replacing classes by computed
groups in the case of unsupervised part learning. Specifically, during part learning, |R| = 1, 000 regions are extracted from each image to learn P = 100 parts per group,
both for classification and retrieval, while the number of
groups K is a varying parameter. We note that the parameters of the ISA method to learn parts are identical to the
ones used in [21].

4.3. Results
This section presents an extensive study of the performance of part learning applied to both classification and retrieval. Although the focus and contribution of this work
is unsupervised part learning, we also experiment on supervised part learning in the case of classification. This enables
comparison of our improved pipeline (including different
DCNN and encodings used) to previous work, providing
new findings on the relative performance of algorithms like
ISA and HunA.
Supervised part learning for classification. Global image
descriptors are compared with two part learning methods,
i.e. ISA and HunA, using various encodings on two classification datasets. The process is exactly as shown in Algorithm 1 but using given classes instead of computed groups,
similarly to previous work. Results are given in Table 1.
We observe that part learning outperform global image representations on both datasets, with a larger gain on MIT 67.
Interestingly, HunA outperforms ISA on MIT 67, despite
being inferior on Willow. This is important since HunA
is not supposed to solve problem (7) exactly, but rather
the special case of optimizing the part-to-region assignment
when the part models are fixed. Also note that HunA is up
to 100 times faster than ISA, therefore favored in some of
the experiments. Furthermore, we show that the proposed
wpCOP is the best performing encoding in all experiments.
Unsupervised part learning for classification. The proposed unsupervised part learning strategy is then evaluated
on Willow in Table 2, and on MIT 67 in Table 3. For
these experiments, we retain two encodings: wpCOP for its
higher performance (as shown in the previous experiment),
and sBOP for its lower dimensionality. Each of the two encodings is combined with both algorithms ISA and HunA.
As for the case of supervised learning, we observe that none
of the two algorithms really outperforms the other: HunA
outperforms ISA on MIT 67 but is inferior on Willow.
Various numbers of groups are evaluated: K ∈
{5, 10, 20, 40, 80} on Willow and K ∈ {50, 67, 100} on

Encoding. Once the parts are learned, the encoding stage
aims at collecting part responses for a given image to build
an image descriptor. In particular, for a given image, a set
of |R| = 1, 000 regions and their descriptors are extracted
as described previously. For each region descriptor x, the
score hwp (A), xi of every part classifier p of every group
k ∈ [K] is computed. We present here different encodings.
The bag-of-parts (BOP) is a 2P K-dimensional descriptor, built by concatenating the average and maximum score
over all image regions per part. A second option is to add
the maximum score over each quarter image per part to the
BOP. This 6P K-dimensional descriptor is referred to as
spatial bag-of-parts (sBOP). As an alternative, each part is
described by the descriptor of the region giving the maximum classification score over all image regions. These
region DCNN descriptors are then concatenated, optionally being reduced by PCA before concatenating. This descriptor is referred to as PCAed CNN-on-parts (pCOP) and
has d0 P K dimensions, with d0 the dimension of the (reduced) DCNN descriptor. In this work, we also propose to
weigh the DCNN descriptor of the maximum scoring regions by their part classifier score, referred to as weighted
pCOP (wpCOP). This encoding allows to combine information from both BOP and COP. All descriptors and encoded
representations are `2 -normalized.
Classification pipeline. Parts are learned on the training
images. Training and test images are then described by the
same encoding method. Finally, a linear SVM is learned on
the training set, and applied to classify test images.
Retrieval pipeline. Parts are learned on images of the
database. Database and query images are then described
by the same encoding method. Finally, for each query, the
database images are ranked by dot product similarity (all
descriptors being `2 -normalized).
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Table 2. Unsupervised part learning for classification, using different matching algorithms and different encodings on Willow actions. Grouping performed with iterative balancing. Results given
in terms of mAP. Performances better than the baseline global descriptors are in bold.
K Encoding ISA HunA
sBOP
77.5
75.4
5
wpCOP
88.4
86.8
sBOP
81.9
77.5
10
wpCOP
89.5
88.4
sBOP
85.9
81.8
20
wpCOP
90.4
89.3
sBOP
85.2
83.3
40
wpCOP
90.3
89.6
sBOP
85.3
84.7
80
wpCOP
88.8
89.1

Table 5. Unsupervised part learning and mAP measurements on
Oxford5k and Paris6k retrieval datasets. Grouping is performed
with iterative balancing and part learning with HunA.
K
Method
d
Oxford5k Paris6k
ori.
83.2
92.4
512
78.9
92.5
Global [6]
256
76.2
90.9
128
73.0
89.0
64
67.1
82.5
ori.
77.2
91.4
512
77.4
91.4
50
HunA sBOP
256
77.1
91.5
128
75.0
91.7
64
71.6
91.5
ori.
83.1
94.8
512
84.3
94.6
50
HunA wpCOP 256
84.3
94.5
128
81.7
94.3
64
71.0
95.3
ori.
79.1
90.5
512
79.0
90.5
100
HunA sBOP
256
78.6
90.6
128
77.5
90.7
64
73.9
91.3
ori.
83.5
94.5
512
84.4
94.2
100 HunA wpCOP 256
84.1
94.0
128
81.6
93.8
64
69.6
94.0

Table 3. Unsupervised part learning for classification, using different matching algorithms and different encodings on MIT 67
Scenes. Grouping are performed with greedy and iterative balancing. Best scores are in bold
Greedy
Iterative
K
Method
mAP Acc. mAP Acc.
ISA sBOP
86.2
81.0
85.6
81.2
100
ISA wpCOP
87.8
82.4
87.6
82.3
ISA sBOP
85.9
81.5
85.5
80.2
67
ISA wpCOP
87.8
82.2
87.5
81.7
ISA sBOP
85.0
80.3
85.6
80.1
50
ISA wpCOP
86.8
81.9
87.7
81.3
HunA sBOP
87.1
83.1
87.3
83.7
100
HunA wpCOP 88.6
83.2
88.8
83.4
HunA sBOP
86.6
82.3
86.8
83.5
67
HunA wpCOP 88.7
83.6
88.8
83.3
HunA sBOP
86.1
81.8
86.3
82.1
50
HunA wpCOP 88.1
82.9
87.6
82.0

formance is not as high as supervised part learning, which
is expected, we observe that unsupervised parts are about
2% mAP below supervised parts on Willow and only 0.3%
accuracy below on MIT 67.
Table 3 also studies the two grouping methods, i.e. iterative balancing vs. greedy balancing. None is offering a
significant gain over the other. We repeat the grouping computation a number of times to check the influence of the
randomized k-means initialization. The largest difference
observed over three runs on Willow is 0.6% mAP for sBOP
and 0.4% mAP for wpCOP.
The impact of the initial grouping is further investigated,
see Table 4. Here the initial grouping is performed using
a different global description, i.e. the output of the convolutional layers of the very deep VD19 Network. The performance varies slightly, i.e. mAP is overall 1% lower and
accuracy is stable with lower performances on sBOP but
higher on wpCOP.

Table 4. Unsupervised part learning for classification on MIT 67
Scenes using VD19 for initialization. Grouping performed with
iterative balancing.
K
Method
mAP Acc.
HunA sBOP
85.9
81.6
100
HunA wpCOP 87.6
83.5
HunA sBOP
85.1
80.6
50
HunA wpCOP 87.1
83.2

MIT 67. We observe that 20 and 40 groups offer the best
performance on Willow using wpCOP encoding. Similarly,
we observe on MIT 67 that overall K = 100 outperforms
K = 67, which outperforms K = 50. Although not shown
in the Tables, K = 200 gives similar accuracy and slightly
lower mAP on MIT 67 compared to K = 100.
We also observe that unsupervised parts encoded with
sBOP do not outperform the global representation on Willow. However, sBOP on MIT 67 and wpCOP on both
datasets offer significant improvements. Even though per-

Unsupervised part learning for retrieval. Now, since our
proposed part learning approach is unsupervised, it allows
to learn parts without any labels. Therefore we can apply
this method on various tasks, where no annotated data is
available, such as image retrieval. Table 5 shows the performance of unsupervised part learning on the two image
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Figure 1. The 200 top scoring parts are visualized on query images of Oxford5k (first row) and Paris6k (second row).
Table 6. Summary of our best results for supervised and unsupervised part learning on both classification and retrieval tasks. SISA: supervised ISA; S-HunA: supervised HunA. Unsupervised
part learning is performed with K = 100.
MIT 67
Oxf5k Paris6k
Method
d
mAP Acc.
mAP
Global
83.6
78.5
83.2
92.4
Global
256
—
—
76.2
90.9
S-HunA sBOP
87.6
83.1
—
—
S-HunA wpCOP
88.8
83.7
—
—
HunA sBOP
87.3
83.7
79.1
90.5
HunA wpCOP
88.8
83.4
83.5
94.5
HunA sBOP
256
—
—
78.6
90.6
HunA wpCOP
256
—
—
84.1
94.0

balancing and part learning by HunA. It is clear that HunA
and ISA are two comparable part learning approaches with
HunA being faster to compute. It is remarkable that the
same part learning approaches are competitive both in a supervised and an unsupervised setup. Our proposed wpCOP
encoding outperforms all alternatives. There is a clear gain
in using part-based models in classification, even in unsupervised fashion, compared to global representations. In
retrieval, gain is also obtained in low dimensionality.

5. Conclusions
This paper introduces a novel framework for the unsupervised learning of part-based models. The key idea is
to generate groups of similar images, through the use of
a clustering algorithm, and learn part models that are discriminative w.r.t. the different groups. Our intuition is that
our part learning method is capable of capturing the data
distribution for a novel task without requiring any labels
for this task. We demonstrate that our part-based models,
when used to encode images, improve the performance of
image classifiers compared to a global encoding of images.
More importantly, these models open the door to new applications for which no class labels are available, e.g. instance retrieval. Our approach is experimentally validated
on two classification and two retrieval datasets, consistently
improving the performance of the state-of-the art DCNNs.

retrieval datasets, i.e. Oxford5k and Paris6k. Unsupervised
part learning methods are compared against global image
representations, as well as reduced representations. Having highly reduced representation is important in image retrieval for efficient search in large databases.
Although sBOP encoding is inferior to the global representation in the original descriptor dimensionality, wpCOP offers an improvement, which is larger when reducing
the dimensionality. We further note that sBOP outperforms
global representation at low dimensionality and even outperforms wpCOP in the extreme case of 64 dimensions on
oxford5k. The gain in performance for unsupervised parts
is observed on both datasets. Interestingly, K = 100 groups
performs better than K = 50 on Oxford5k, as for classification on MIT 67, but K = 50 performs better on Paris6k.
Additionally, qualitative results are shown in Figure 1,
where the 200 highest scoring parts are visualized on several query images of Oxford5k and Paris6k. Visualization
of all query images appears in the supplementary material.
Summary. Finally, Table 6 summarizes our best results on
MIT 67, Oxford5k, and Paris6k for the learning configuration using K = 100 groups with grouping by iterative
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